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Explanatory Note:

The articles by Pierce Beaslaoi referred to

in the opening sentence were a series published over

that writer's name in the Irish daily "Independent"

under the collective title "Nation in Revolt."

There were twenty-five of these articles

and they appeared in successive issues of that newspaper,

excluding Saturdays, from Monday 5th January, 1953, to

Friday 6th February, 1953, inclusive.

A complete set of the relevant cuttings from

these issues is filed in the Bureau - Reg. No. P.C.10.



Further Notes on the Period

In Pierce Beaslavi recent ashiles in the Independent, were

was
e form this I conte to comurent upon,

but I thoylet it

better
to tear it untri kre wiptr e kn

additird noker

fr the Burcan rathe man mite to me from and
elicit

hearsay comments.

(1)
Beoslavi commented in Le Roose military

committer

to the effect met it was were to his knowledge colled e

military
committer.

When in way
1915 Sean

MacDermott
told

me of the silication be said

"we port up
e small

committee to got not place. when

they
met thy

from that Joe
Plunkett

had
place

prepared,

on whirl he had
been workedy fr a way

time, and my

adopted men pratiesey
insburt alteration, as we supreme

Conniel ample
then recommendation."

He detrited the plans to me, and they were

me aslval plans
as port into operation

ever
to the nevus

of
the building to be occupied.

It is carton west

the plans were complete is may 1915 and that Joe

Plunkett
was there sole author, In his anoint

to me,
MacDermott nave referee to the

committee as

military.
But be was c waster

of
the art

of
Lilly

as

little of the Jacts as be waster to 1
and he spoke dart

in fuel a beg day to lean me viale 12 impression
wat

the committee, ones it had recommended plans,
had ceased to

function and not the supreme conniel
itsey was

in

change.

(2) Beaslavi
Gustes Griffith as saying

when we

started the Sinn Fein Daily in a capital of a guartes of

million pounds ...". This is an ever. Griffith
started

the Sinn Fein daily,
against

the advise
of

all be colleagues,

on
something

in the neghlon bur of
E5000.

He had orbe

feather E10000 & E20000, I winner,
but he went ahead

any way,
being at the hive oCrane with the idea

that
S.F. merit love a daily.



Beaslovi
wade c reference somenbers to

the Crown
Jaerals.

The Crown James her stolen by a Col Gorges, a military
advection of

one
of

the "Anglo had" families. Gorges afterwards

contacted the Irish Volunteers and fan all the forts about the

renels to Holmes Hebron, who is the and porn aliso

who now know alnet then. Me last time I
said his

Truged
his to got these

foots down, and
I manse be umlot

dictate then of someting were best
to his inet the

Paraphernalia.

The Connolly Kidnaffing.

The I lift Lender in 1913 Dick Connolly
Luernder

me us some
of lyted representation in the supreme conniel, and

I because a coopted member. He remmied on the conniel until

the rising,
and Iva McCullough and McCarton born we me

that he was me
of

the strongest adersater of
c Rising.

He

was, I am sine, very went in MacDermott confidence, and it

was C
his Trieste in the

Spring
of 1915 - after bearing

that MacDermott had bee several mores in London
-

to bee Lean to call in at welchport to
me,

whirl

he did in May, 1915. I did not see Connolly

hourse until 1922, as I then aster his about various

matters, and he said about James Connolly,
that

he had made a part wite mallee and markievicz
that

of any of the there los aerated, a disappear, the

other ho end call out the citizen army,
and that

some lime cater Connolly
did disappear for a

week end. Mac Dermott and Tom Clarke warren Know

alnet the part, and they warne Waller and

markievicz that of may caller out the colyer any
Jean and Tom

Not above were not call not the volunteers
but

my were denounce we more. Whereupon there was

no more and Connolly returned
they, cater on, be

was widnappe and held mabel be had fallen in well



The I.R.B. avaryements. It is extremely unlikely
that

Dick

Connolly

were rose in rented this story, but
any way this was

his

story in 1922. I discusser this rescully with Denis

McCullough, who was at this twin Charmian
of

the I.R.B.,

and he conformal alnet the 'Past' and the first disappearance

and the action saber
by

MacDermott and Charles. But he

never heard of the cater
kidnapping

and does not believe

it happened. He argue that he, or Charmian, would

bon been wed about it. But as
I pointed out t

his and as he had stated to me earlier, he just nears

about the Rising
was to recuse intention a few days

previous
to mobilize his men on Easter Sunday 9

and
1 on the Sunday before Easter, he Muriel had been

in Dublin, ewning for information, and had been wed by

Tom Clarke that he did not know,
and that

hid been to and Mac Dermott, when be failed

for find, and Capt Dublin still in the Dark.

So that me fast that he did not bear about

the
kidnapping

proves nothing, especisy
as no

meeting
of

the Supreme Conniel was
hold

after the me

that was heed late in Dee a
early Jan.,

when it

was land down that there sterol
be no rising

walen and until another meeting of the SC was hold

and savetioned it
[This was state to me

by vote McCarton

I McCullough]
The two disappearances

base led to

Companion.
William

(Hoppy Bill) Obrien remembers

Connolly saying after his return that
be

had
been

"in Hell". This, wing nevoid, clearly
points to the

first Volunteers Disappearance. But every
were

they I was about the Rising companies me in the

belief that it was
engrossed by

MacDermott, Plunkett,

and Pearce, and that ever Tom Clarke was not

told
everything

- Then
Connolly

is alleged to have said that



He had congener his Jailers - whirl regale point to the
(4

kidnapping Crimes.

(5) A point that stands not Jr Harnice clive is, when and

whey
the Rising made an All Ireland

one?

In
reply to Guertion

of
mine in may 1 1915,

MacDermott

stated gurbe categorically that it was to be a Dublin rising

Solely, and that the country
wool not be touched He also

said they hope to be ready in September, and the lost

they I said to his was "well, vase it early in
September,

because me getting married some
truer west mouth"

- I was aslvay married in
7th Sept 1915.

Every they points to a late and hurried decision

This obvious that the
county

was rest reganned for
a

rising, and
that it was called out on some sudden theoretical

decision. McCarton & McCullogh lamed nothing
about the

Rising until midweek
of

the week immediately precedy

Easter.
By brother, in Bullingery, Seneca nothing wholeser,

never evern heard of
a prozested Rising until Easter

Sunday evening
when a belated instruction reaction been

to
weet a column that morning some miles

west of Bullingery,
when he was. He set out, to

fond in moudy
that the column bee ommble

and, finding
no instruction, had dissolved.

MacSwiny and MacCurtain, it appeared afterward, were

both in the Marsoon arm in
Easter Sunday, but they

never contorted him, me did they apparently contact

anybery else. Hearty May 1916 Mary MacSwiny

unted me at welshport in the way
to frongool to see

Terry.
I said to bee "Surely Terry was not in

fanon of
that Rising". She said "indeed

he

was not: and I was not. He did his best
to

stop it and he
early

cooperated in order not to

bet the Dublin men
down". And

she went on to



Say that in the week preceding the Rising. They had had seven

different messages in cork from Dublin,
and deduct bored

what to do, I know, of course, that what she said to

not evidence, She
was not in Terry's competence, but

it

show the
back ground. One of the diffrenthes about

establishing the with about something we bon all lived though

is west people will pinot in thinking
that

they appointed

public affinis in
1916 intl the high patristic enthusiasm

and patristic and
determination that denlsped afterwards.

And ever people who right be supposed
to know are subject

to delusive. Mrs Clarke, pristine, with a letter to

the Sunday Independent, apropos of a
reference of mine, of say

that MacDermott was specially anthonsid by the supreme

Conniel to call on me in welshport and disclose what they

were
doing.

But this is not so.
MacDermott cam in

response to by message
to him though Dull Connolly,

Diosmosed Lynel, who was to member of the
Conniel

until 1916,
write to me to say that Mrs Clarke

was in eons,
that the Conniel did rest fond

MacDermott nor
authorize

his 490.
In

fact, of

course,
I was there a member

of
the conniel and

entitled to be told what was up. Lynel
also

couple member of
the Conniel until after that

visit of
MacDermott. Some hive in the Summer

of 1915 the regular election of all officers both

place, and I was not coopted.
Naturally,

they

coopted any people who were in journ of
the

Rising,
and I had definitely osber to be recorded

as against
it.

PS OHegarty

23 Apl 53



Further Notes on the Period.

In Pierce Beaslaoi's recent articles in the

Independent, there were a few matters I wanted to comment

upon, but I thought it better to leave it until I could

write a few additional notes for the Bureau rather than

write to the Press and elicit hearsay comments.

(1) Beaslaoi commented on Le Rpux's Military Committee

to the effect that it was never to his knowledge called

a Military Committee. When in May, 1915, Seán

MacDermott told me of the situation he said -

"We put up a smal1 committee to get out plans.
When they met they found that Joe Plunkett

had plans prepared, on which he had been
working for a long time, and they adopted
them practically without alteration, and the
Supreme Council accepted their recommendation."

He detailed the plans to me, and they were the

actual plans as put into operation, even to the names

of the buildings to be occupied. It is certain that

the plans were complete in May, 1915, and that Joe

Plunkett was their sole author. In his account to me,

MacDermott never referred to the Committee as military.

But he was a master of the art of telling as little of

the facts as he wanted to, and he spoke in such a way as

to leave me under the impression that the Committee,

once it had recommended plans, had ceased to function

and that the Supreme Council itself was in charge.

(2) Beaslaoi quotes Griffith as saying "when we

started the Sinn Féin Daily on a capital of a quarter

of a million pounds...." This is an error. Griffith

started the Sinn Féin daily, against the advice of all

his colleagues, on something in the neighbourhood of

£5,000. He had asked for either £10,000 or £20,000, I

think, but he went ahead anyway, being at the time



(2)

obsessed with the idea that S.F. must have a daily.

(3) Beaslaoi made a reference somewhere to the

Crown Jewels. The Crown Jewels were stolen by a

Colonel Gorges, a military adventurer of one of the

"Anglo Irish" families. Gorges afterwards contacted

the Irish Volunteers and gave all the facts about the

jewels to Bulmer Hobson, who is the only person alive

who now knows about them. The last time I saw him

I urged him to get these facts down, and I think he

would dictate them if somebody were sent to him with

the paraphernalia.

(4) The Connolly Kidnapping.

When I left London in 1913 Dick Connolly

succeeded me as South of England representative on the

Supreme Council, and I became a coopted member. He

remained on the Council until the Rising, and both

McCullagh and McCartan have told me that he was one of

the strongest advocates of a Rising. He was, I am sure,

very much in MacDermott's confidence, and it was to him

I wrote in the Spring of 1915 - after hearing that

MacDermott had been several times in London - to tell

Seán to call in at Welshpool to me, which he did in

May, 1915. I did not see Connolly however until 1922,

and I then asked him about various matters, and he said,

about James Connolly, that he had made a pact with

Mallon and Markievicz that if any of the three was

arrested, or disappeared, the other two would call

out the Citizen Army, and that some time later Connolly

did disappear for a week-end. MacDermott and Tom

Clarke, however, knew about the pact, and they warned

Mallon and Markievicz that if they called out the

Citizen Army Seán and Tom not alone would not call out



(3)

the Volunteers but they would denounce the move.

Whereupon there was no move and Connolly returned.

Then, later on, he was kidnapped and held until he had

fallen in with the I.R.B. arrangements. It is extremely

unlikely that Dick Connolly would have invented this

story, but anyway this was his story in 1922. I

discussed this recently with Denis McCullough, who was

at this time Chairman of the I.R.B., and he confirmed

about the 'Pact' and the first disappearance and the

action taken by MacDermott and Clarke. But he never

heard of the later kidnapping and does not believe it

happened. He argues that he, as Chairman, would have

been told about it. But, as I pointed out to him and

as he had stated to me earlier, his first news about the

Rising was to receive instructions a few days previously

to mobilize his men on Easter Sunday, and, on the Sunday

before Easter, he himself had been in Dublin, looking

for information, and had been told by Tom Clarke that

he did not know, and that he'd have to ask MacDermott,

whom he failed to find, and left Dublin still in the

dark. So that the fact that he did not hear about the

kidnapping proves nothing, especially as no meeting of

the Supreme Council was held after the one that was

held late in December or early January, when it was

laid down that there should be no rising unless and

until another meeting of the S.C. was held and sanctioned

it. (This was stated to me by both McCartan and

McCullough). The two disappearances have led to

confusion. William (Hoppy Bill) O'Brien remembers

Connolly saying after his return that he had been "in

Hell". This, to my mind, clearly points to the first

voluntary disappearance. But every new thing I hear

about the Rising confirms me in the belief that it was



(4)

engineered by MacDermott, Plunkett and Pearse, and that

even Tom Clarke was not told everything. Then Connolly

is alleged to have said that he had conquered his

jailers - which would point to the kidnapping business.

(5) A point that stands out for examination is, when

and why was the Rising made an All Ireland one?

In reply to a question of mine in May, 1915,

MacDermott stated quite categorically that it was to be

a Dublin rising solely, and that the country would not

be touched. He also said they hoped to be ready in

September, and the last thing I said to him was "Well,

have it early in September, because I'm getting married

some time that month" - I was actually married on 7th

September, 1915.

Everything points to a late and hurried decision.

It is obvious that the country was not organised for a

rising, and that it was called out on some sudden

theoretical decision. McCartan and McCullough knew

nothing about the Rising until midweek of the week

immediately preceding Easter: my brother, in Ballingeary,

knew nothing whatever, never even heard of a projected

Rising until Easter Sunday evening when a belated

instruction reached him to meet a column that morning

some miles west of Ballingeary, where he was. He set

out, to find on Monday that the column had assembled and,

finding no instructions, had dissolved. MacSwiney and

MacCurtain, it appeared afterwards, were both in the

Macroom area on Easter Sunday, but they never contacted

him, nor did they apparently contact anybody else. In

early May, 1916, Mary MacSwiney visited me at Welshpool

on the way to Frongoch to see Terry. I said to her

"Surely Terry was not in favour of that Rising". She

said "Indeed he was not: and I was not. He did his best



(5)

to stop it and he only cooperated in order not to let

the Dublin men down". And she went on to say that in

the week preceding the Rising they had had seven different

messages in Cork from Dublin, and didn't know what to do.

I know, of course, that what she said is not evidence,

she was not in Terry's confidence, but it shows the

background. One of the difficulties about establishing

the truth about something we have all lived through is

that people will persist in thinking that they approached

public affairs in 1916 with the high patriotic, enthusiasm

and patriotism and determination that developed afterwards,

and even
people,

who might be supposed to know are subject

to delusions. Mrs. Clarke, for instance, wrote a letter

to the Sunday Independent, apropos of a reference of

mine, to say that MacDermott was specially authorised by

the Supreme Council to call on me in Welshpool and

disclose what they were doing. But this is not so.

MacDermott came in response to my message to him through

Dick Connolly. Diarmuid Lynch, who was a member of the

Council until 1916, wrote to me to say that Mrs. Clarke

was in error, that the Council did not send MacDermott

nor authorise him to go. In fact, of course, I was

then a member of the Council and entitled to be told what

was up. Lynch also cleared up another point. He said

that I remained a coopted member of the Council until

after that visit of MacDermotts. Some time in the summer

of 1915 the regular election of all officers took place,

and I was not coopted. Naturally, they coopted only

people who were in favour of the Rising, and I had

'definitely asked to be recorded as against it.

(Sd.) P. S. O'Hegarty,

23rd April, l953.


